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We study the Josephson effect in D/I/DN/I/D junctions, where I, DN, and D denote an insulator, a diffusive
normal metal, and a d-wave superconductor, respectively. The Josephson current is calculated based on the
quasiclassical Green’s function theory with a general boundary condition for unconventional superconducting
junctions. In contrast to s-wave junctions, the product of the Josephson current and the normal-state resistance
is enhanced by making the interface barriers stronger. The Josephson current has a nonmonotonic temperature
dependence due to the competition between the proximity effect and the midgap Andreev resonant states.
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Since the discovery of the Josephson effect1 in super-
conductor/insulator/superconductor �SIS� junctions, it has
been studied in various types of structures.2,3 The Josephson
current flows not only through thin insulators but also
through normal metals or ferromagnets.1–4 In superconduc-
tor/diffusive normal metal/superconductor �S/DN/S� junc-
tions, Josephson current is carried by Cooper pairs penetrat-
ing into the DN as a result of the proximity effect. In s-wave
superconductor junctions, the maximum amplitude of Jo-
sephson current �IC� monotonically increases with the de-
crease of temperature.5–7 This is a natural consequence of the
fact that interference effects are stronger at lower tempera-
tures. The Josephson effect, however, depends strongly on
pairing symmetries of superconductors because it is an es-
sentially phase sensitive phenomenon. In d-wave supercon-
ductor/insulator/d-wave superconductor �DID� junctions, for
instance, IC first increases with the decrease of temperature,
then decreases, and can even change its sign at low tempera-
tures for certain orientations.8–11 This nonmonotonic behav-
ior of Josephson current is caused by 0-� transition due to
the midgap Andreev resonant states �MARS� forming at
junction interfaces.12,13 A similar effect is also observed in
Josephson current through ferromagnets.4 Thus the non-
monotonic temperature dependence of IC is a sign of unusual
interference effect.

The quasiclassical Green’s function theory is a powerful
tool to study quantum transport in superconducting junc-
tions. The circuit theory14 provides the boundary conditions
for the Usadel equations15 widely used in diffusive supercon-
ducting junctions. These boundary conditions generalize the
Kupriyanov-Lukichev conditions6 for an arbitrary type of
connector which couples the diffusive nodes. Recently
Tanaka et al.16–18 have extended the circuit theory14 to sys-
tems with unconventional superconductors. An application of
the extended circuit theory to DN/d-wave superconductor
junctions has revealed a strong competition �destructive in-
terference� between the MARS and the proximity effect in
DN �Refs. 16 and 17�. This competition, however, has not
yet tested experimentally. Thus it is important to propose the
way to verify this prediction.

In the present paper, we show that the Josephson effect is
a suitable tool to observe the above competition. We extend

the previous theory16,17 in order to treat the external phase
difference between the left and right superconductors. Apply-
ing this formalism, we calculate Josephson current in d-wave
superconductor/insulator/diffusive normal metal/insulator/
d-wave superconductor �D/I/DN/I/D� junctions, solving the
Usadel equations with new boundary conditions. This allows
us to study the influences of the proximity effect and the
formation of MARS on the Josephson current simulta-
neously. We find that the competition between the proximity
effect and the formation of MARS provides a new mecha-
nism for a nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the
maximum Josephson current.

We consider a junction consisting of d-wave supercon-
ducting reservoirs �D� connected by a quasi-one-dimensional
diffusive conductor �DN� with a resistance Rd and a length L
much larger than the mean free path. The DN/D interface
located at x=0 has the resistance Rb�, while the DN/D inter-
face located at x=L has the resistance Rb. We model infi-
nitely narrow insulating barriers by the delta function U�x�
=H��x−L�+H���x�. The resulting transparencies of the
junctions Tm and Tm� are given by Tm=4 cos2� / �4 cos2�
+Z2� and Tm� =4 cos2� / �4 cos2�+Z�2�, where Z=2H /vF and
Z�=2H� /vF are dimensionless constants and � is the injec-
tion angle measured from the interface normal to the junction
and vF is Fermi velocity. We show the schematic illustration
of the model in Fig. 1.

We parametrize the quasiclassical Green’s functions G
and F with a function �� �Refs. 2 and 3�,

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic illustration of the model.
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where � is the Matsubara frequency. Then the Usadel equa-
tion reads15
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with the coherence length �=�D /2�TC, the diffusion con-
stant D, and the transition temperature TC. From the conser-
vation law for the matrix current,17 the boundary conditions
are given by
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at x=L, where I1 , I2, and I3 are defined similarly to I1�, I2�,
and I3� by removing the superscript “�,” exchanging subscript
“+” for subscript “−,” putting �=0, and substituting � for �,
respectively. Here � is the external phase difference across
the junctions, and � and � denote the angles between the
normal to the interface and the crystal axes of d-wave super-
conductors for x0 and x�L, respectively.

These boundary conditions derived above are quite gen-
eral since with a proper choice of 	± they are applicable to
any unconventional superconductor with Sz=0 in a time re-
versal symmetry conserving state. Here, Sz denotes the z
component of the total spin of a Cooper pair.

The average over the various angles of injected particles
at the interface is defined as
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with B���=B and T������=Tm
���. It is important to note that

the solution of the Usadel equation is invariant under the
transformation �→−� or �→−�. This is clear by replacing
� with −� in the angular averaging. The resistance of the
interface Rb

��� is given by

Rb
��� = R0
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d�T������cos �� . �6�

Here, for example, Rb
��� denotes Rb or Rb�, and R0

��� is the
Sharvin resistance, which in the three-dimensional case is
given by R0

���−1=e2kF
2Sc

��� / �4�2�, where kF is the Fermi wave
vector and Sc

��� is the constriction area.
The Josephson current is given by
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with temperature T and R�Rd+Rb+Rb�. In the following we
focus on the ICR value where IC denotes the magnitude of the
maximum Josephson current. We consider symmetric junc-
tions with Rb=Rb� and Z=Z� for simplicity.

In Fig. 2�a�, ICR is plotted as a function of temperature for
Rd /Rb=1, ETh /	�0�=1, and �� ,��= �0,0�. The results show
that ICR increases with the decrease of T as it does in s-wave
junctions as shown in Fig. 2�b�. Amplitude of ICR increases
with the increase of Z in d-wave junctions, whereas the op-
posite tendency can be seen in s-wave junctions. The sign
change of pair potential is responsible for the Z dependence
of ICR in �a�. In the d-wave symmetry with �=�=0, injec-
tion angles of a quasiparticle can be divided into two
regions: �+= �� �0 �� � �� /4� and �−= �� �� /4 �� �
� /2�. The sign of pair potential for �+ and that for �− are
opposite to each other. In general, such a sign change of pair

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Temperature dependence of ICR for
�� ,��= �0,0�. �b� The results for s-wave junctions for comparison.
Real �c� and imaginary �d� parts of �� as a function of �. Here we
choose Rd /Rb=1 and ETh /	�0�=1.
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potentials leads to the suppression of the proximity effect in
DN and hence Josephson currents. This is because Cooper
pairs originated from the positive part of pair potentials can-
cel those originated from the negative part of pair potentials.
For small Z, a quasiparticle with �+ and that with �− give
opposite contribution to the proximity effect. In the actual
calculation, the cancellation due to the sign change of the
pair potential reduces the magnitudes of I2, I3, I2�, and I3�. On
the other hand, for large Z, integration over �+ has the domi-
nant contribution to I2, I3, I2�, and I3�. As a result, the cancel-
lation of Cooper pairs becomes negligible in low transparent
junctions. Thus ICR in the d-wave junctions increases with
increasing Z. This argument can be confirmed by the behav-
ior of ��, which represents a degree of the proximity effect
in DN. In Figs. 2�c� and 2�d�, we show �� as a function of
�, where we choose x=L /2, �=� /2, T /TC=0.2, and
�� ,��= �0,0�. The magnitudes of Re �� and Im �� increase
with increasing Z. This is the reason for the enhancement of
ICR product for low transparent junctions with large magni-
tude of Z.

Next we focus on the Josephson effect with nonzero val-
ues of � and �. Figure 3�a� displays ICR as a function of
temperature for Z=10, Rd /Rb=1, and ETh /	�0�=1. In con-
trast to ICR for �� ,��= �0,0�, the results for �� ,��
= �� /8 ,0� and �� /8 ,� /8� show a nonmonotonic tempera-
ture dependence. The transparency at the interfaces greatly
changes the peak structure as shown in Fig. 3�b�, where tem-
perature dependence of ICR is plotted for several Z at
�� ,��= �� /8 ,0�. The peak structure is smeared as the de-
crease of Z.

To understand the origin of the nonmonotonic temperature
dependence of ICR, we have to consider in detail the mecha-
nism of competition between the proximity effect and the
formation of the MARS. For example, at �=�=� /8, the
injection angles of a quasiparticle are separated into four
regions: �i� �M = �� �� /8��3� /8�, �ii� �P= �� �0�
�� /8 and 3� /8�� /2�, �iii� −�M, and �iv� −�P. Trans-
port channels within ±�P contribute to the proximity effect
but do not form the MARS. On the other hand, transport

channels within ±�M are responsible for the formation of the
MARS but do not contribute to the proximity effect. Thus
channels within ±�P and those within ±�M play different
roles in electron transport. At the same time, the types of
wave transmission are different for these two transport chan-
nels. The channels within ±�P are open for the normal trans-
mission. On the other hand, in the channels within ±�M, the
resonant transmission is also possible for small �. At high
temperatures, effects of the MARS are negligible and Jo-
sephson currents are carried through channels within ±�P. At
low temperatures, the resonant transmission through ±�M
governs electric currents. This is a result of an important
property of resonant transport. When a normal transport
channel and a resonant transport channel are available in
parallel, a quasiparticle tends to choose the resonant channel
for its transmission at low temperatures. This property can be
confirmed in the present junctions by � dependence of � as
shown in Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�. The results show that � rapidly
decreases to zero in the limit of �=0, which implies no
diffusion of Cooper pairs into DN through the normal chan-
nels within ±�P. At �=0, quasiparticles choose the resonant
channels within ±�M. Electric currents through ±�M, how-
ever, do not contribute to the net Josephson current because
of cancellation of the currents through �M by those through
−�M. Thus � goes to zero at �=0, which leads to the sup-
pression of the Josephson current at low temperatures and
hence the nonmonotonic temperature dependence of IC. The
influence of the MARS is more remarkable for larger Z.
Therefore the resulting nonmonotonic temperature depen-
dence becomes much more pronounced for large Z as shown
in Fig. 3�b�. The origin of the nonmonotonic temperature
dependence of ICR in D/I/DN/I/D junctions is different from
that in the mirror-type DID junctions �i.e., �=−��, where the
current through the resonant channels causes the 0-� transi-
tion and the nonmonotonic temperature dependence.8,10,11

It is important to note that the angle average in Eq. �5� at
the two interfaces can be carried out independently. The
physical meaning can be explained by considering the mo-
tion of a quasiparticle which starts from the left interface
with a certain injection angle and reaches the right interface
after traveling across the DN. At the right interface, injection
angles of a quasiparticle are independent of the initial injec-
tion angle at the left interface because of the diffusive scat-
terings in the DN. This property allows one to carry out the
angular averaging at the two interfaces independently. When
a DN is replaced by a clean normal metal or a clean insula-
tor, the injection angles at both interfaces are correlated to
each other. This is because the injection angle of a quasipar-
ticle at the left interface is conserved when the quasiparticle
reaches the right interface. As a result, in the clean limit,
Josephson current in a symmetric junction �i.e., �=�� has a
behavior different from that in a mirror-type junction with
�=−�. In a symmetric DID junction, ICR increases mono-
tonically with decreasing temperature.8,9 In the D/I/DN/I/D
junctions considered in the present paper, the mirror-type and
the symmetric configurations yield the same Josephson cur-
rent because of the independent angle averaging at the two
interfaces.

To study the nonmonotonic temperature dependence of
ICR further, we define the temperature Tp at which ICR has a

FIG. 3. �Color online� Temperature dependence of �a� ICR
at Z=10 for several orientation angles. �b� ICR at �� ,��
= �� /8 ,0� for several Z values. Real and imaginary parts of �� as a
function of � for �� ,��= �� /8 ,0� and �=� /2 at x=L /2 are shown
in �c� and �d�, respectively. Here we choose Rd /Rb=1 and
ETh /	�0�=1.
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maximum. We have confirmed that Tp is insensitive to Z
when Z is sufficiently large. The calculated Tp shown in Fig.
4 increases monotonically with the increase of Rd /Rb and
ETh /	�0�. These results imply that large magnitudes of Z,
Rd /Rb, and ETh /	�0� are needed to observe the peak struc-
ture experimentally. These conditions are satisfied in junc-
tions with high insulating barriers, a small cross-section area
of the DN, and thin DN.

In the present paper, we have studied the Josephson effect
in d-wave superconductor/insulator/diffusive normal metal/

insulator/d-wave superconductor junctions by solving the
Usadel equations. We have derived the boundary conditions
for the quasiclassical Green’s function which make it pos-
sible to calculate the Josephson current across the structure.
By calculating the Josephson current for various parameters,
we have clarified the following points. �1� In contrast to the
conventional s-wave junctions, the magnitude of ICR is en-
hanced with the increase of the insulating barrier strengths at
the interfaces. �2� The ICR value may exhibit a nonmono-
tonic temperature dependence due to the competition be-
tween the proximity effect and the formation of the MARS.
The origin of such a nonmonotonic behavior is completely
different from that in the established case of a clean DID
junction8,10,11 where 0-� transition occurs due to the MARS.
In order to observe experimentally the predicted nonmono-
tonic temperature dependence of IC in D/I/DN/I/D junctions,
large magnitudes of parameters Z, Rd /Rb, and ETh /	�0� are
required. Note that we can reproduce the main conclusions
obtained here within the quasiclassical theory of supercon-
ductivity by numerical simulations based on the recursive
Green’s function method.19

It follows from the present approach that similar non-
monotonic temperature dependence is also expected for s-
wave superconductor/insulator/diffusive normal metal/ insu-
lator/d-wave superconductor junctions. To the best of our
knowledge of Josephson junctions consisting of s- and d-
wave superconductors, there is only one report in literature
about the observation of nonmonotonic temperature depen-
dence of IC in YBaCuO/Pb junctions.20 Though this exper-
iment might be possibly relevant to our results, more experi-
mental data are needed to check whether it is the case.
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